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Introduction

It’s a scary world out there. Cybersecurity threats are more 
sophisticated, pervasive, distributed, and multidimensional 
than at any other time in history. At the same time, digital ini-

tiatives, technological modernization, and cloud innovations are 
enabling applications, users, and devices to be more physically 
distributed than ever before in history, making it harder for com-
panies to control what comes into and goes out of their networks.

This unprecedented expansion of applications and users com-
bined with deepening security vulnerabilities calls for an innova-
tive method of connecting and protecting with cloud economies of 
scale. Micro-segmentation of network, security, applications, and 
users is no longer acceptable alone for ensuring data, asset, and 
application security.

To meet these challenges, enterprises must be able to provide 
network services that are as diverse and as spread out geographi-
cally as the applications and users who rely on them. Fortunately, 
comprehensive and integrated security, networking, and visibility 
via the cloud is possible today with the same scale and perfor-
mance that were once available only in on-premises solutions.

Because you’ve picked up this book, we’re betting that you’re 
interested in making that happen for your company. So, let’s get 
started.

About This Book
Secure access service edge (SASE) offers a way to bring trust-
worthy security to the peril-fraught modern enterprise network-
ing landscape. Its capabilities extend far beyond legacy security 
architectures, incorporating identity, trust, and context regard-
less of the connection, user, device, or application. SASE also 
enables policies to be delivered pervasively, consistently, and 
ubiquitously, as well as meet security, networking, application, 
user, and business requirements.

This book covers everything you need to know about SASE. You 
discover what it includes, how enterprises and organizations ben-
efit, how it supports security, how to best implement it, and how 
to take advantage of its best features.
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Foolish Assumptions
In writing this book, we’ve gone out on a limb and made some 
assumptions about you. We assume that:

 » You’re an IT, networking, or information security (InfoSec) 
practitioner.

 » You have a basic familiarity with IT, networking, and security 
issues.

 » You’re acutely aware of the pain points pervading the 
networking and network security landscape.

 » You’re not content with the status quo — you want a new 
approach to contain the costs and complexity of legacy 
solutions and products.

Icons Used in This Book
To make it easy to navigate to the most useful information, these 
icons highlight key text:

The Remember icon marks key takeaway points.

Read these optional passages if you crave a more technical 
explanation.

The Tip icon highlights information that can save you time and 
effort.

Watch out for these potential pitfalls on the road ahead.
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Where to Go from Here
The book is written as a reference guide, so you can read it from 
cover to cover or jump straight to the parts you’re most interested 
in. Whichever way you choose, you can’t go wrong. Both paths 
lead to the same outcome — a better understanding of SASE and 
the steps and technologies you need to move forward.
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Chapter 1

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Explaining SASE features

 » Understanding SASE requirements

 » Deploying SASE

Defining SASE

Enterprises today are transforming how they deliver business 
and productivity services to internal and external employees, 
partners, and customers. Organizations everywhere are 

adopting new technologies such as cloud, software as a service 
(SaaS), a work-from-anywhere (WFA) solutions, and the Internet 
of Things (IoT).

Organizations can find themselves caught in a bind, though, 
between enabling new capabilities and ensuring security. The 
cloud migration and mobility that employees and customers 
demand for ever-greater flexibility, agility, and reliability also 
substantially increase a network’s attack surface. Legacy archi-
tectures no longer adequately meet either performance or security 
demands. It’s time to reevaluate enterprise systems and tools.

Organizations must adopt a new IT model to eliminate the inef-
ficiencies of traditional wide area network (WAN) architectures, 
enable a WFA workforce, and protect against a weak security pos-
ture. SASE can help them do that.

Secure access services edge (SASE) is an architectural framework and 
implementation introduced by Gartner to address security solu-
tions for the client-to-cloud era. This chapter explains SASE’s 
features and helps you understand what a SASE solution must 
offer.
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Introducing SASE
SASE is not just one technology but an entire package of technolo-
gies, including:

 » Software-defined WANs (SD-WANs)

 » Secure web gateways (SWGs)

 » Cloud access security brokers (CASBs)

 » Zero-trust network access (ZTNA)

 » Firewall as a service (FWaaS)

Deployed together, SASE technologies can help your networks 
meet the demand for robust security without compromising on 
technology, flexibility, or features. Let’s look at each of them 
individually.

Moving from WAN to SD-WAN
Traditional IT infrastructure was like a walled garden. Employ-
ees connected to the corporate network at a company office and 
accessed applications in a private data center using a private, 
secure site-to-site WAN. Internet connectivity was centrally pro-
vided and secured from headquarters or data center locations.

The next generation of networking introduced SD-WANs. An SD-
WAN is a network where the network hardware is separate from 
its software-based controls. First-generation SD-WANs identi-
fied applications, used policy to steer traffic, and achieved cost 
arbitrage. Second-generation SD-WANs delivered full network-
ing with integrated security and allowed secure Internet breakout 
via Direct Internet Access (DIA) at every location to connect users 
directly to the cloud and SaaS applications.

Today’s WFA workforce accesses applications from anywhere at 
any time. Enterprises are embracing SaaS for business-critical 
applications and migrating their workloads from private to mul-
ticloud architectures to meet speed, agility, and economic needs.

In the current client-to-cloud era, the old fixed-network perim-
eter has dissolved into a fluid, amorphous edge. IT must deliver 
a secure, reliable, and dynamic user, customer, and application 
experience that can be enhanced, measured, monitored, and 
diagnosed.
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Protecting web gateways and a  
work-from-anywhere workforce
A SWG guards a WFA workforce against Internet-sourced threats 
by protecting a web-surfing user device from being infected by 
unwanted software or malware and by enforcing corporate and 
regulatory policy compliance. A SWG includes

 » Uniform Resource Locator (URL) filtering

 » Anti-malware and antivirus protection

 » Application identification and control capabilities

 » Data loss prevention capabilities

SWGs can be implemented as on-premises hardware, virtual 
appliances, cloud-based services, or in hybrid mode as combined 
on-premises and cloud.

Cloud-based SWG features and services vary significantly in 
sophistication among market offerings.

Securing cloud access
A CASB offers products and services to address security deficits 
in an organization’s use of cloud services. This technology fills 
the need to secure the cloud services that users are increasingly 
adopting (both inside and outside the traditional fixed perime-
ter) and the growing deployment of direct cloud-to-cloud access. 
CASBs can be either on-premises or cloud-based security policy 
enforcement points, placed between cloud service consumers and 
cloud service providers to inject enterprise security policies as the 
cloud-based data or applications are accessed. A CASB can

 » Inspect data, application, and user behavior in cloud services 
via provider application programming interfaces (APIs)

 » Operate inline between users and cloud services or option-
ally offer Remote Browser Isolation (RBI) as an alternative

 » Support the ability to provide visibility and perform access 
control of any user, device, or location

 » Integrate with an enterprise’s existing identity provider, 
security information and event management (SIEM) tool, and 
unified endpoint management (UEM) product
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 » Apply a variety of analytics when monitoring behavior of 
users, third-party applications, and data

 » Identify and respond to malicious and/or unwanted sessions 
using multiple methods

 » Distinguish between corporate and personal instances of 
cloud services and provide the ability to limit or block the 
exchange of data between them

CASB vendors understand that, for cloud services, the protec-
tion target is different: It’s still your data, but it’s processed and 
stored in systems that belong to someone else.

CASBs provide concurrent central policy governance across mul-
tiple cloud services for both users and devices. They facilitate 
granular visibility into, and control over, user activities and sen-
sitive data.

Trusting nothing
ZTNA asserts that no user or device is trusted by default, as with 
legacy local area network (LAN) segments and Internet Protocol 
(IP) addresses inside the perimeter. Traditional trust boundaries 
have dissolved in a world with ubiquitous Internet access.

ZTNA creates an identity- and context-based logical access 
boundary around an application or set of applications. The appli-
cations are hidden from discovery, and access is restricted via a 
trust broker to a set of named entities. The broker verifies the 
identity, context, and policy adherence of the specified partici-
pants before allowing access and prohibits lateral movement to 
elsewhere in the network. ZTNA significantly reduces the attack 
surface by hiding assets from public visibility. A zero-trust archi-
tecture is key to a SASE strategy, because it grants access only 
to traffic between authenticated users, devices, and applications.

Organizations can implement a zero-trust model by defining 
the protection surface, determining where sensitive information 
resides and who needs access, and establishing a variety of pre-
ventive measures such as unified policy, multifactor authentica-
tion (MFA), micro-segmentation, and least privilege access.
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Providing threat protection
Next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) are deep packet inspection 
engines that move beyond port/protocol inspection and block-
ing to add application-level inspection. Leading-edge NGFWs 
integrate

 » Traditional stateful firewall features

 » Application-aware, deep packet content inspection

 » Unified threat management (UTM), including intrusion 
detection and prevention systems (IDPSs)

 » Advanced visibility across the entire attack surface

 » Flexibility to address the evolving threat landscape

As the threat landscape rapidly expands with DIA and multicloud 
adoption, traditional firewalls are unable to protect at scale, caus-
ing a weak security posture. NGFWs and UTM are necessary to 
ensure good security hygiene.

Protecting sensitive  
data from malware
Data leakage occurs when personal or other sensitive data such 
as financial account numbers, healthcare data, or usernames/ 
passwords are inadvertently exposed. A data breach occurs when 
an attacker actively penetrates a system to access, steal, or dam-
age information.

To protect sensitive data, an organization must install and use a 
security software suite that includes malware and virus protec-
tion, and always keep it updated.

SASE enables sensitive applications and data to be accessed only 
by those who have a need-to-know per the corporate policy, 
regardless of the user’s or application’s location or the transport 
technology between them.
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Operating at line rate with  
advanced routing
Advanced routing provides a unique set of integrated functions, 
such as path optimization, rapid convergence, traffic remedia-
tion, per-application quality of experience (QoE), and encryption.

Executing SASE properly requires an understanding and visibil-
ity of line-rate traffic at the edge of the network. A distributed- 
services edge architecture leverages the same scale-out model 
used for compute scalability: As demand grows, additional servers 
or virtual machines (VMs) are added to handle the overall volume 
of traffic while continuing to operate at line rate.

Understanding What SASE Requires
SASE embraces dynamic, contextual security based on identity, 
and delivers it primarily as a cloud service. A leading SASE solu-
tion must meet a certain minimum set of requirements. Here’s a 
summary of what’s needed.

Hardware neutrality
Traditional branch and site-to-site hardware architectures 
have served enterprises well, but they have resulted in stacks of  
single-purpose appliances at each corporate office. This appliance 
sprawl lacks agility, requires multiple touch points for changes, 
needs staff skilled on various vendors’ products, and uses exces-
sive space and power. It also ties the enterprise to a proprietary 
architecture and reduces the ability to easily change technologies.

In contrast, a single-stack software solution deployed on a bare-
metal appliance  — as a VM or as a container  — saves space, 
power, time, and effort while providing much improved scalabil-
ity, performance, and manageability. The solution integrates:

 » Application awareness

 » Full-security stack

 » SWG

 » SD-WAN and application-based traffic steering
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 » Routing

 » Quality of service (QoS)

 » Compression

 » Encryption

 » WAN optimization

Single-pass execution
An environment with discrete single-service appliances hands off 
packets from one product to the next. Each one copies the packet 
into memory, unpacks the content, analyzes the data and context, 
applies a decision or policy, repacks the packet, and transmits it 
to the next device in the chain. Each device must decompress/
decrypt the packet if necessary and redo these actions before 
transmission. This process is time-intensive and significantly 
impairs performance.

A single-pass, flow-based architecture with internal service 
chaining like the one shown in Figure 1-1 optimizes performance 
by executing each action only once:

 » It unpacks (and decrypts) the packet into memory.

 » It makes content and context available to all security, 
routing, policies, filtering, and other functions.

 » It repacks (and encrypts) the packet for transmission.

FIGURE 1-1: Single-pass processing flow.
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Elastic scale-out
A single-pass processing architecture dramatically lowers latency, 
significantly improves performance, mitigates security exposure, 
and saves space, power, and specially skilled IT staffing. It is effi-
cient and scales horizontally by leveraging multiple underlying 
cores or memory.

The ability to run the integrated software-only solution on a bare-
metal server, VM, or container makes it deployable as a cloud-
based service that provides additional flexibility and agility.

Using fully automated, single-pane-of-glass orchestration capa-
bilities, a branch can be instantiated temporarily in the cloud and 
then as easily be decommissioned. For example, a home office can 
be defined as a branch.

Containers and microservices
A microservice is a service-oriented application, strongly encap-
sulated, loosely coupled, independently deployable, and indepen-
dently scalable. Each service is responsible for a discrete task and 
communicates with other services through simple APIs to solve a 
larger, complex business problem.

A cloud-native SASE solution based on a microservices design has 
a fluid architecture that can run on public or private clouds, mak-
ing horizontal scaling both easy and flexible.

The benefits of a microservices architecture are its isolation, 
resilience, and scalability.

Global distribution
Globally distributed SASE-capable points of presence (POPs) 
offered through colocation facilities, service provider POPs, and 
infrastructure as a service (IaaS) should be used to reduce latency 
and improve performance for network security services. A SASE 
solution must offer distributed POPs that align with the digital 
enterprise’s access latency and data residency requirements. This 
is also critical for maximizing localized end-user experiences.
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Inline encryption
Encryption is paramount to protect transactions and data in 
transit. SASE providers must be able to terminate and inspect 
encrypted sessions, where required, based on policy with a scal-
able (ideally, software-based) architecture. SASE offerings must 
be able to deliver inline encrypted traffic inspection (decryption 
and subsequent re-encryption) at scale, ideally delivered from the 
cloud and without the use of proprietary hardware.

SASE solutions must include line-rate encryption capabilities 
(hardware or software) to provide acceptable user QoE.

Segmentation with multitenancy
SASE delivers security by isolating and segmenting traffic. Cloud-
native SASE architectures are multitenant with multiple custom-
ers sharing the underlying data plane compared to single tenancy, 
which results in lower densities and potentially higher costs.

A multitenant architecture completely separates each tenant’s 
operating environment, configurations, profiles, privileges, poli-
cies, and traffic handling, thereby ensuring complete security 
between each tenant’s partition of a shared resource. Multitenant 
partitioning enables reliability, availability, and scalability, while 
enabling cost savings, flexibility, and security to IT organizations. 
A multitenant platform scales easily to handle increasing demand.

It is imperative that the multitenant architecture encompasses all 
of each tenant’s environments — the management, control, and 
data planes.

Multitenancy support is required on any shared SASE or cloud 
resource, such as gateways, controllers, and orchestration 
platforms.

Deploying a SASE Solution
A leading SASE solution must support flexible models for on-
premises, in the cloud, and combined premises-and-cloud 
deployments. It must also deliver consistent security, network-
ing, and business policies on-premises and in the cloud for users 
and traffic anywhere in the world.
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A truly flexible SASE solution offers a global cloud-native archi-
tecture, deploying cloud instances with a simple point and click, 
regardless of whether it’s a public, hybrid, or on-premises cloud, 
or a combination thereof.

A SASE solution attaches and anchors a SASE client to the most 
optimal SASE gateway by taking into consideration the distance 
between the SASE client and SASE gateway, as well as the service 
load on the SASE gateways.

SASE infrastructure eliminates multicloud interconnectivity chal-
lenges by seamlessly establishing dynamic secure overlay con-
nectivity for both the data and control planes to each cloud.
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Chapter 2

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Transforming the network perimeter

 » Consolidating complexity and cost

 » Optimizing security and performance

 » Driving digital transformation

Becoming a Modern 
Enterprise

Modern enterprises conduct business in the client- 
to-cloud era. According to Gartner, “Network and net-
work security architectures were designed for an era that 

is waning, and they are unable to effectively serve the dynamic 
secure access requirements of digital business.” Gone is the time 
when employees all worked in a physical building and all your 
corporate resources were held in private data centers that were 
both physically and digitally secured.

The enterprise data center is no longer the focal point for appli-
cations, and the fixed network perimeter no longer exists. Digital 
transformation initiatives and the adoption of software as a ser-
vice (SaaS) applications and cloud-based services have completely 
changed the enterprise network. In today’s IT world:

 » More user work is performed outside the traditional 
enterprise network perimeter than inside it.

 » More workloads are running in the cloud than in the 
enterprise data center.

 » SaaS applications are used more frequently than locally 
installed ones.
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 » More sensitive data is located outside the enterprise data 
center than inside it.

 » More traffic is destined for public cloud services than the 
enterprise data center.

 » More traffic from branch offices is heading to public clouds 
than to the enterprise data center.

In this chapter, you learn about securing the new software-
defined network perimeter, maintaining and improving quality of 
experience (QoE) and application performance, the digital trans-
formation trends in modern enterprises, and how to reduce hard-
ware and network complexity while simplifying your network and 
streamlining its management.

Expanding the Network Perimeter
For decades, enterprises relied on different wide area network 
(WAN) technologies such as leased lines, Frame Relay, and asyn-
chronous transfer mode (ATM) to securely connect physical sites. 
More recently, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) became the 
widely adopted WAN technology of choice for secure connections 
between corporate locations, creating a walled garden.

The perimeter is evolving and 
amorphous
MPLS is excellent at securely connecting corporate offices to each 
other. However, it’s expensive, inflexible, fixed-bandwidth, slow 
to provision, and inappropriate to connect homes, mobile devices, 
or temporary locations.

Yesterday’s fixed network perimeter connected static branch sites 
via dedicated MPLS circuits to a hub site and/or a headquarters 
or data center location. Everything was private. It was secure 
because it was private. Today’s client-to-cloud networks connect  
work-from-anywhere (WFA) clients in homes and mobile loca-
tions over the Internet to globally distributed cloud assets where 
workloads may dynamically change location based on cost, per-
formance requirements, or demand volume. In a cloud-centric 
enterprise, users and devices are omnipresent, as are the network 
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capabilities to which they require secure access. This means 
secure access services must be everywhere as well.

The fixed building perimeter of yesterday has expanded and 
evolved into a software-defined client-to-cloud perimeter that 
exists transiently between a WFA user device connected via 
the Internet to a dynamic cloud location. This client-to-cloud  
perimeter is profoundly in need of precise and dynamic security 
measures based on identity and context.

Working with legacy WANs
Traditional WAN architectures secured the enterprise perim-
eter by funneling all access to resources outside the enterprise 
(including the cloud) through a centralized Internet connec-
tion managed and firewalled by the security team, as shown in  
Figure 2-1. Imagine the complexity, congestion, and delays if all 
passengers flying internationally were funneled through a single 
international airport. Imagine the client experience!

Although legacy architectures worked well enough in a past era 
when all employees and corporate assets were in fixed, private 
corporate locations and Internet access for business purposes was 
minimal, there were nevertheless serious drawbacks:

 » Significant branch complexity

 » Expensive bandwidth costs

 » Lack of visibility and agility

FIGURE 2-1: Traditional WAN architecture.
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Working with modern WANs
SD-WAN 1.0 solutions integrated the Internet as an alternative 
transport option to MPLS while maintaining the old network 
topology, as shown in Figure 2-2. This reduced MPLS costs but 
addressed neither security nor poor QoE for cloud and SaaS appli-
cations. It did not connect the user directly to the cloud.

Bolt-on security approaches filled the gap but resulted in added 
cost and complexity with multiple single-purpose appliances at 
each location — a considerable burden in a network with many 
small sites such as retail stores.

A bolt-on security approach solved cloud security only for out-
bound traffic, but sites were still exposed to Internet threats 
on traffic inbound from the cloud. The branch perimeter still 
required on-premises security to control and segment traffic, to 
protect against ingress denial-of-service (DOS) attacks, and to 
stop the lateral movement of malware and attackers. For example, 
a bank might want to segment retail and ATM traffic from invest-
ment services for compliance reasons, or a company may choose 
to segment guest Wi-Fi traffic based on security policies. Some 
organizations might inspect outbound Hypertext Transfer Pro-
tocol (HTTP) traffic through a cloud-security service but deploy 
on-premises security to protect non-HTTP traffic. The critical 
component in each scenario is to simply and cost-effectively have 
security embedded in the SD-WAN across the entire enterprise 
edge.

FIGURE 2-2: SD-WAN 1.0 architecture.
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A second-generation solution — secure SD-WAN — incorporates 
full networking and integrated security in a single software stack. 
This solution, shown in Figure 2-3, finally enables enterprises to 
deploy secure, direct Internet breakout at every site and build an 
express on-ramp to cloud and SaaS applications. This architec-
ture additionally provides

 » Simplification, with a single device at each location

 » Lower bandwidth costs

 » Increased agility and visibility

 » Co-existence with augmented cloud security

Reducing Hardware Complexity and Cost
The stack of proprietary appliances deployed at each site of an 
enterprise network quickly adds up in cost and complexity. Typi-
cally, these are point products from a plethora of vendors that

 » Require IT staff to be skilled in many different vendor- 
specific interfaces and technical product details

 » Require manual and error-prone coordination of configura-
tions and policies

 » Have widely varying troubleshooting capabilities

 » Lack “dashboard” visibility across the entire network

 » Are not automated

FIGURE 2-3: Secure SD-WAN architecture.
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 » Require tracking many software versions and security 
patches

Appliance sprawl is a key contributor to the lack of agility in an 
enterprise. Every little change requires multiple touch points and 
multiple maintenance windows.

Second-generation secure SD-WAN solutions, like the one illus-
trated in Figure  2-4, solve this challenge by incorporating full 
networking and security in a single software stack. This is the 
preferred approach for modern enterprises and is anticipated to 
remain the primary approach for secure site-to-site and direct 
client-to-cloud connectivity between users and cloud resources. 
Additionally, a secure SD-WAN “branch” can be deployed on a 
virtual platform in the cloud, providing more deployment flex-
ibility and agility to handle traffic that does not originate in a 
physical building site. This approach also provides automation and  
single-pane-of-glass dashboard visibility to everything in the 
network, including Internet and cloud network segments.

Enhancing Security and Increasing 
Performance

Enterprises face significant challenges to deliver secure client- 
to-cloud connectivity in legacy network and security architec-
tures. The modern network’s expanded amorphous perimeter and 

FIGURE 2-4: Secure SD-WAN appliance consolidation.
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ubiquitous Internet connectivity significantly magnify the attack 
surface of a company’s workforce and assets — the types, vol-
ume, and sophistication of the threats your users and assets are 
exposed to.

Key IT challenges include

 » User experience: IT must deliver a consistent, reliable, and 
secure user experience through an automated, comprehen-
sive policy based on user identity, context, enterprise 
security/compliance policies, and continuous assessment of 
trust.

 » Security: To meet compliance standards and protect 
network environments with amorphous perimeters, the 
enterprise must guard itself against attacks along all Internet 
touch points. This is the new perimeter.

 » Visibility: IT must have real-time and historical visibility into 
users, devices, applications, and sessions regardless of 
location, private or public. The network must have the ability 
to reduce the mean time to identify the root cause of an 
issue.

 » Automated control: The environment must offer unified 
policy automation for user, network, and security that is 
dynamically and automatically enforced.

 » Save to invest: IT must do all of the above with no increase 
in staffing or budget. Finding ways to modernize and 
transform the organization and its network, while also saving 
money, is key for the modern enterprise.

Understanding the Trends Driving  
Digital Transformation

The trends toward cloud computing and cloud storage, SaaS, 
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), mobility, ubiquitous Inter-
net connectivity, and a WFA workforce renders traditional WAN 
architectures obsolete. These trends require advanced security 
solutions to protect your users and assets.
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Cloud and mobility adoption
A legacy WAN architecture — a single Internet entry point at a 
central secure headquarters location with a beefy firewall  —  
might still be stretched to serve an enterprise that uses a single 
cloud, albeit with deficits in QoE and application performance 
because of suboptimal connectivity and traffic routing.

Multicloud migration is rapidly becoming the norm, but legacy 
WAN architectures entirely lack the ability to serve a multicloud 
environment. Traditional hub-and-spoke connectivity to con-
nect branch users via static MPLS circuits to a data center firewall 
just doesn’t work in modern multicloud environments where the 
Internet perimeter has become a distributed model in which every 
branch location and user must have direct and optimized cloud 
access.

A combination of SD-WAN and multilayered security is required 
to make multicloud work. When a corporate office connects to 
multiple clouds, you need cloud-intelligent, dynamic multipath 
connectivity and robust networking and security functions such 
as routing, SD-WAN, carrier-grade network address translation 
(CGNAT), DOS prevention, stateful firewall, next-generation fire-
wall (NGFW), Uniform Resource Locator (URL) filtering, data loss 
prevention (DLP), intrusion prevention system (IPS), antivirus, 
Internet Protocol (IP) filtering, file filtering, anti-malware, lat-
eral movement detection, and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) proxy.

The key to enabling a smooth multicloud migration is an inte-
grated, versatile, and multiservice cloud-native platform with 
embedded security.

Widespread acceptance of 
work-from-anywhere
The COVID-19 pandemic instantly made a majority-WFA work-
force a practical reality. Government stay-at-home orders caused 
a dramatic surge in a previously slow-ramping trend. A large 
percentage of enterprises today accepts that WFA is the “new 
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normal” and expects real-estate assets to become significantly 
more shared in the future, replacing the old norm of company-
owned buildings dedicated to a single use or activity.

Enterprise users include employees, customers, and partners 
who consume multicloud-hosted applications from anywhere —  
home, branch office, campus, or on the road. This client-to-cloud 
era calls for dynamic, secure, and reliable user and application 
experiences. A digital enterprise must

 » Be accessible by customers from anywhere

 » Provide a digital storefront available from anywhere
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Chapter 3

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Leveraging an SD-WAN foundation

 » Defining what is genuine SD-WAN

 » Delivering a consistent experience

Starting with 
Networking

The goal of secure access service edge (SASE) is to provide 
secure work-from-anywhere (WFA) user access to all appli-
cations and data, whether resident in a data center, cloud 

platform, or at a software as a service (SaaS) provider. That’s 
what today’s enterprises want and need.

In this chapter, you learn about how software-defined wide area 
network (SD-WAN) technology forms the foundation of SASE 
by providing those features. SD-WAN is the key to SASE and the 
technology of choice for enterprise WAN on-ramp to SASE and 
multicloud connectivity. SASE encompasses hosted SD-WAN, 
security, and routing in the cloud.

Building on SD-WAN
Trends in cloud computing and services, distributed workloads, a 
burgeoning WFA workforce, and Direct Internet Access (DIA) have 
obsoleted traditional WAN architectures.

SD-WAN technology enables a client-to-cloud architecture: 
Internet-based backbones, traffic routing from anywhere, direct 
cloud access, and path selection to optimize quality of experience 
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(QoE). Figure 3-1 compares the networks of the past to the net-
works we’re seeing in today’s enterprises.

Using on-ramps and off-ramps
The service edge is the point of presence (POP) where traffic from 
WFA endpoints and cloud applications is secured and forwarded 
directly  — or via the best alternate path  — to the destination 
without being forced through a static focal point.

SASE technology must be deployed at every on-ramp and  
off-ramp point to secure traffic between users, devices, and cloud 
resources — regardless of location.

Ramping up with SD-WAN technology
SD-WAN technology offers several key capabilities to enable opti-
mal performance in a client-to-cloud environment:

 » Application-awareness and traffic classification

 » DIA and intelligent traffic steering

 » Global gateways to secure on-ramping from any location

Routing traffic from WFA employees requires application traffic 
to be classified accurately and immediately. When a home broad-
band link is shared among the kids’ online learning, the spouse’s 
work at a competing enterprise, and your employee’s traffic, 
application classification, security, traffic prioritization, and traf-
fic steering are paramount all the way to the endpoint device.

FIGURE 3-1: Modernization of network paths.
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Application classification is done with deep packet inspection 
(DPI) based on application signatures and heuristic analysis that 
are dynamically and regularly updated. Using application classifi-
cation, the application category is identified. Application catego-
ries can include application families and subfamilies, risk tags, 
productivity tags, and a tag to mark the traffic as business-centric 
or not.

If the DPI engine can dynamically query the fully qualified domain 
names (FQDN) and Internet Protocol (IP) addresses of SaaS pro-
viders, SaaS application identification starts with the first packet 
in the flow. This ensures that all flows are immediately associated 
with the appropriate policies and treated accordingly.

SD-WANs deliver much greater agility and lower transport costs 
across your network than traditional architectures. Using local 
DIA breakout at branch locations or for mobile workers enables 
traffic to use the most efficient and optimal path to access cloud 
applications.

These newly opened Internet routes substantially enlarge your 
network’s attack surface — exposure to malware and attacks —  
compared with the traditional private Multiprotocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) network.

Securing DIA traffic is a primary SASE responsibility. SASE must 
protect every session and every location, so its security functions 
include, at a minimum:

 » A fully functional next-generation firewall (NGFW)

 » Uniform Resource Locator (URL) filtering

 » Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encryption/decryption

 » Intrusion detection and prevention system (IDPS)

 » Antivirus

 » Anti-malware

 » Secure web gateways (SWGs)

 » Zero-trust network access (ZTNA)

 » Cloud access security broker (CASB)

 » Data loss prevention (DLP)

SD-WAN gateways are globally available and provide distrib-
uted secure, reliable, and high-performance access to cloud 
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applications, services, and resources in addition to providing 
cloud-delivered SASE. Enterprises may have their own gateways 
(their own SASE service) or use provider gateways (a provider’s 
SASE service).

As shown in Figure 3-2, gateways authenticate users, authorize 
application access protected with ZTNA, and secure the enterprise 
network from external threats, while optimizing QoE and direct 
access to cloud applications. SD-WAN cloud gateways with inte-
grated SASE functions provide comprehensive security and QoE 
for business applications, as well as enable direct, optimal cloud/
SaaS traffic steering.

Embedded security: The foundation  
of SD-WAN
Contextual security grants access based on multiple factors, 
including the identity of the entity, real-time context, enterprise 
security and compliance policies, and continuous assessment of 
trust throughout the sessions.

FIGURE 3-2: SASE gateway for users and devices.
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Secure SD-WAN is a single-software-stack architecture with 
embedded security features, offering seamless contextual security 
based on user, group, location, device, posture, application, and 
content. Its embedded capabilities include

 » Protecting your users, locations, and devices: Security 
must reside where traffic enters and leaves the network 
regardless of location: home, mobile site, branch, or a cloud 
software workload. Traffic may be headed for any Internet 
destination. Security must be dynamically applied inline to all 
flows based on the risk associated with the flow.

 » Special security considerations for cloud services: An 
SD-WAN provides SaaS optimization, DIA security, and cloud 
gateways. The SD-WAN’s SASE function ensures that all 
traffic on every path is secure. In a virtual private cloud (VPC) 
deployment, a virtual SD-WAN location with SASE can exist to 
bring the equivalent of “branch” security to the VPC.

 » Stopping threats before they become major problems: 
Cloud migration, hybrid computing environments, and WFA 
realities — and ever more sophisticated attacks — pose a 
threat that demands a disciplined and dynamic approach to 
security that moves beyond defense and perimeter strate-
gies. Enterprises today require an active, broad cybersecurity 
posture that encompasses continuous monitoring, rapid 
incident response, and proactive threat assessment. All this 
while also optimizing application performance and QoE.

 » Integrating security for all traffic and securing access for 
all endpoints: SD-WAN security today must be distributed, 
augmented with cloud-based presence, flexible, simple, and 
available everywhere.

Understanding Genuine SD-WAN
All SD-WAN architectures do not innately provide the fluid edge 
security required for today’s threat landscape. Different SD-WAN 
architectures, designs, and deployment approaches yield varying 
results.

SASE is an expansion of SD-WAN capabilities to provide a 
cloud-delivered networking and security solution. This is done 
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via a distributed system of edge software and cloud gateways 
to enforce consistent, unified, and global policies across cloud, 
home, mobile, and on-premises locations. SD-WAN is the on-
ramp to SASE and is the technology of choice for enterprise WAN 
and multicloud connectivity. SASE encompasses hosted SD-WAN, 
security, and routing in the cloud. Because SD-WAN is the foun-
dation for SASE, organizations must consider the key attributes 
required for a genuine SD-WAN solution.

Cloud gateways extend an organization’s SD-WAN backbone from 
their premises (branch offices, regional sites, campuses, data 
centers, and home offices) to the front doorstep of SaaS and other 
cloud resources around the world. SASE converges network and 
security services in the cloud, on-premises, or as a combination 
of both, as shown in Figure 3-3.

In the next several sections you learn about some of the necessary 
attributes of a genuine SD-WAN.

FIGURE 3-3: SD-WAN is the foundation for SASE.
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Advanced routing capabilities
Several SD-WAN environments necessitate advanced routing 
capabilities to maintain well-behaved traffic and QoE.  These 
environment attributes include

 » The presence of underlay and overlay networks

 » Individual, dynamic Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) tunnels 
for secure access to gateways and other cloud resources

 » A middle-mile network to connect the cloud gateways that 
run a traffic engineering protocol to guarantee the best QoE 
by choosing the optimal path to SaaS, cloud service provid-
ers, and remote sites based on the offered end-to-end 
service-level agreement (SLA)

SD-WAN networks provide scalability, adaptability, and fast 
failure convergence regardless of deployment on-premises, in 
the cloud, or on a hybrid. SD-WANs deliver high-performance, 
application-aware intelligent routing to guarantee QoE at scale by 
optimizing routing protocols, including

 » Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) static routing

 » Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) static routing

 » Open Shortest Path First version 2 (OSPFv2)

 » Open Shortest Path First version 3 (OSPFv3)

 » Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)

 » Multiprotocol Extensions for BGP (MP-BGP)

• MPLS-based Layer 3 virtual private networks (VPNs)

• MPLS-based Ethernet VPNs (EVPNs)

• Virtual Extensible LAN (VXLAN)–based EVPN

 » Routing Information Protocol (RIP)

 » Internet Group Management Protocol version 2 (IGMPv2)

 » Internet Group Management Protocol version 3 (IGMPv3)

 » Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode (PIM-SM)

 » Protocol Independent Multicast Source-Specific Multicast 
(PIM-SSM)

 » Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

 » Policy-based routing (PBR)
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Bidirectional forwarding (BFD) is used with routing proto-
cols to monitor control plane health and provide rapid failure 
convergence.

An SD-WAN provides per-packet traffic steering, per-application 
policies, forward error correction (FEC), replication, first packet 
identification of SaaS applications, active probes, passive inline 
monitoring, and composite score calculations used for path selection.

SD-WAN supports numerous advanced capabilities, including

 » Enhanced voice and video: The industry has recognized 
that a mean opinion score (MOS) is the best measure of 
voice and video QoE. Based on configuration and underlay 
performance, voice and video flows are dynamically 
switched to the path that provides the required MOS score.

 » Traffic conditioning and restoration: When all available 
paths are impaired, remedial techniques such as FEC and 
packet cloning can restore flows that experience packet 
drops.

 » SaaS application optimization: Measurements and 
historical reporting of SaaS application performance 
leverage passive inline analysis of Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) traffic and active TCP and Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) probes for each SaaS application. Active and 
passive performance metrics are used to select the best path 
for each SaaS application.

 » Advanced routing decisions based on end-to-end SLA: 
Next-hop SLA monitoring lacks the end-to-end path aware-
ness necessary to provide satisfactory QoE results. Traffic 
steering decisions must be made on the path’s end-to-end 
SLA to achieve excellent QoE.

 » Application visibility: SD-WAN auto-recognizes thousands 
of applications using a built-in DPI engine that employs 
various mechanisms such as:

• Network-based identification (source address, destination 
address, port, protocol)

• Signature/pattern-based identification

• Protocol parsers (such as DPI)

• Transport layer security handshake
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• Heuristics

• IPS signature-based identification

• URL categorization and filtering

An SD-WAN must also identify encrypted applications, and the 
identification must be unaffected by the presence of a web proxy.

Quality of service
An SD-WAN edge device should support traffic prioritization (for 
example, high, low, strict high), weighted round robin (WRR), 
hierarchical queuing, random early detection (RED), weighted 
RED, tail drops, traffic shapers, hierarchical shapers, traffic 
policing, and traffic classification based on a comprehensive set 
of parameters. Additionally, it should also be capable of traf-
fic marking, remarking, honoring type of service (ToS) and dif-
ferentiated services code point (DSCP), and 802.1p priority bits. 
Remarking and shaping can be configured based on Layer 4 to 
Layer 7 policies.

An SD-WAN also supports multiple ingress queues to ensure 
packets are processed per configured scheduling priorities to avoid 
starvation and latency. In the case of over-subscription, lesser 
priority packets (including SD-WAN traffic) are tail-dropped at 
the time a packet enters the system.

Traffic optimization
As enterprise applications are increasingly consumed from the 
cloud, ensuring consistently high performance for these applica-
tions requires that various traffic optimization capabilities must 
be employed for Internet-bound traffic, as well as traditional  
private-network traffic.

The SD-WAN capabilities leveraged to provide optimal perfor-
mance for SaaS applications include

 » First-packet application identification

 » Intelligent path selection mechanisms

 » Passive performance monitoring via inline analysis of TCP 
traffic to all SaaS applications to create a near-term history of 
application performance per path
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 » Active TCP and HTTP probes for each SaaS application to 
create a near-term history of application performance per 
path

 » Active and passive performance metrics to select the best 
egress or path for each SaaS application

 » Combining local, direct egress with SaaS gateway egress

Guaranteeing QoE requires knowing when a particular path is 
congested and then smart-rerouting traffic. An SD-WAN contin-
uously measures SLA characteristics for all paths to determine the 
optimal path that meets application performance requirements.

End-to-end QoS of the network is measured with active/passive 
probes between branches/nodes over different access circuits, 
across various transport paths, and for each specific traffic class.

Connectivity fault management/Y.1731 is used to monitor all pos-
sible paths to other branches deployed in your network. Each 
direction of every path is monitored independently. A database 
of SLA information is built (latency, jitter, packet loss, round-trip 
delay) to other VPN sites over various access circuits. SLA mea-
surements are done per forwarding class. Two-Way Active Mea-
surement Protocol (TWAMP) and ICMP-based probes measure 
SLA characteristics to non-SD-WAN endpoints, while HTTP-
based probes more accurately measure response time for SaaS 
applications.

A mature SD-WAN solution uses both active traffic and synthetic 
probes to assess the SLA for a given path.

SD-WAN traffic-steering actions are crucial SASE functions to 
secure traffic and preserve QoE. Wherever the user is, and what-
ever paths are available to the application, the SD-WAN path 
selection logic must determine the optimal path.

WAN optimization
WAN optimization is needed to achieve high throughput for any 
TCP application, as well as for traffic traversing high-latency 
links such as transcontinental or satellite links.
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An SD-WAN employs the following WAN optimization techniques:

 » TCP optimization: TCP proxy-based optimizations are used 
that help maintain high throughput in challenging network 
conditions including high latency and loss.

 » Enhanced congestion control, loss detection, and loss 
recovery: Mechanisms for these include congestion control 
based on bottleneck bandwidth and round-trip propagation 
time (BBR), recent acknowledgment (RACK) loss detection, 
tail loss probing (TLP), and rate pacing.

 » Intelligent buffer management: This prevents data 
transfers from being buffer limited in high bandwidth- 
delay-product (BDP) networks.

 » Enabling high-performance options: These include 
selective ACK (SACK), window scaling, and timestamp 
options.

 » Deduplication: This method is a dual-ended — deployed at 
two nodes, one close to the client and one close to the 
server — optimization that involves representing large 
chunks or blocks of data by a shorter signature.

 » Compression: Stateless, lossless compression methods such 
as zip are often used to further compress a deduplicated 
data stream when sent across the network, but they can be 
used by themselves as well.

 » Caching: Single-ended optimization for applications such as 
HTTP or Server Message Block (SMB). Content (files) can be 
cached on the edge device so that subsequent requests for 
the same file are locally answered, avoiding duplicate WAN 
data transfers.

Global distribution
SASE offers distributed points of presence and a portfolio of  
traffic-peering relationships that align with the enterprise’s 
access latency and data residency requirements. This is also criti-
cal for end-user QoE.

The Internet is used as a short hop to a SASE cloud gateway where 
the traffic is then inspected based on policy and optimized for best 
performance using fast-path routing and peering arrangements.
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Multitenancy and segmentation
A multitenant architecture completely separates each tenant’s 
operating environment, profiles, privileges, policies, and traffic 
handling, thereby ensuring complete security for each tenant’s 
partition of a shared resource.

SD-WAN and SASE solutions should support native segmentation 
with a true multitenant implementation that separates the data 
plane, control plane, management plane, and analytics of each 
tenant. Each tenant can have multiple virtual routing and for-
warding (VRF) systems, virtual LANs (VLANs), and service chains. 
Each segment can have

 » A unique topology across the WAN

 » Integrated network security per segment

 » A set of configured internal or external services (such as 
security and WAN optimization) and service chains

 » Service profiles

 » Access control based on roles and responsibilities

It is imperative that a multitenant architecture encompasses all of 
each tenant’s environment — the management, control, and data 
planes. There must be separate per-tenant overlay tunnels for the 
traffic — management, control, and data — of each tenant.

Any shared SASE or cloud resource requires multitenancy support. 
Cloud-native SASE architectures are almost always multitenant 
with multiple customers sharing the underlying data plane.

5G architecture
Tight integration of SD-WAN, security, cloud, and 5G results in a 
more seamless deployment experience. The SD-WAN is the bearer 
(data) plane for the 5G/edge cloud and is the method by which  
5G network slicing is implemented.
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Edge-to-edge integration of SD-WAN and edge compute  
architecture accelerates 5G deployments and enables better 
device-to-cloud experiences. SASE offloads security functions 
for better 5G packet core utilization and reduces costs by sharing 
mobile infrastructure using multitenancy. SD-WAN is an enabler 
for 5G network slicing while SASE provides the security for 5G 
DIA. SASE and SD-WAN enable thousands of 5G cell sites to be 
easily deployed at scale.

Reducing Complexity
SD-WAN and SASE solutions are becoming the connectivity choice 
for the enterprise. SASE simplicity starts with a single cloud- 
native system — cloud-native SD-WAN networks are specifically 
designed for cloud-based applications and services.

Cloud-native systems exhibit a fluid architecture that is easily 
placed and moved through different environments. The architec-
ture readily scales up or down during fluctuations in traffic so 
that users are much less likely to experience interruptions during 
peak demand times.

By being flexible, scalable, and dynamic, SASE simplifies the 
complexity that is associated with managing both on-premises 
and hybrid cloud components. The cloud-native SASE architec-
ture gives consistent policy enforcement to reduce IT burden and 
assures end-user experience to reduce adoption friction.
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Chapter 4

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Evolving network security

 » Protecting against intrusions

 » Dealing with security threats

 » Implementing cloud security

 » Controlling user access

Extending Security to 
Client and Cloud

The fixed perimeter of enterprise networks was softened by 
increasingly popular cloud applications and storage offer-
ings. It then dissolved almost completely with users and 

devices from remote branch offices and a work-from-anywhere 
(WFA) workforce accessing corporate resources over the Internet. 
This trend creates individualized “virtual perimeters” that 
encompass only the user, the device, and the application, thereby 
removing the access distinctions that exist between being on or 
off the corporate network.

In this environment, security must be bound to and enforced by 
the identity and context of the user and device, the transport, the 
type of access, the accessed resource, and the access policy appli-
cable to the transaction.

Security must be flexible, agile, and dynamic to serve every com-
bination of users and resources. Security services must also scale 
and perform well to ensure quality of experience (QoE); they 
must tightly secure the transaction, as well as optimize user 
productivity.
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In this chapter, you see how security methods and services have 
evolved to protect the amorphous, software-defined Internet 
perimeter of the modern enterprise.

Understanding the Evolution  
of Network Security

The traditional enterprise network security approach separated 
internal resources from the outside world with a fixed, well- 
defined border. Perimeter firewalls protected internal infrastruc-
ture from the outside: They inspected and disallowed unwanted 
traffic and blocked visibility and accessibility from outside.

Digital transformation trends and threats — such as unmanaged 
user devices, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, phishing, perim-
eter extension into the cloud by software as a service (SaaS)/ 
infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Direct Internet Access (DIA), 
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) transport at home and at business 
locations, and a WFA workforce — have eroded the perimeter into 
a virtual and dynamic concept, rather than fixed infrastructure at 
specific locations.

The notion of a software-defined perimeter (SDP) draws on the 
Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) idea of restricting 
connections to those with a need to know rather than trusting 
everything inside the fixed perimeter of the enterprise network. 
The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) SDP Working Group popular-
ized SDP to create highly secure, trusted, end-to-end networks 
for broad enterprise use.

By default, SDP trusts nothing  — the zero-trust model  — and 
permits per-session access based on authentication and policy. 
There are commercial, open-source implementations of SDP as 
published by CSA, such as Google’s BeyondCorp.

Software-defined networking (SDN) transformed all aspects 
of networking  — including the perimeter and the wide area  
network (WAN) — into a software-only model. Fundamental to SDN  
architecture are the separate, isolated control and data planes. 
This separation allows for control of both the software-defined 
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WAN (SD-WAN) and the SDP control plane in a network, which 
in turn enables enterprises to implement both SD-WAN and SD-
security in the same software control component. Being software-
only, it can be deployed on bare-metal appliances (white box or 
branded appliances) and virtual machines, or VMs (in private or 
public clouds). All network and security functions are deeply inte-
grated into a single software stack, resulting in operational sim-
plicity and flexibility at the network edge and in the cloud.

To achieve SASE, a solution must be able to broker safe client- 
to-cloud security with an integrated software-defined archi-
tecture. Figure  4-1 shows how organizations need to integrate 
advanced SD-WAN capabilities and security functions together to 
achieve SASE.

Detecting and Preventing Intrusions
There are multiple ways of detecting and preventing threats and 
vulnerabilities. The following sections outline the popular solu-
tions on the market.

Next-generation firewalls
Next-generation firewalls (NGFWs) are essential for today’s 
networks. They include traditional stateful inspection, but addi-
tionally go beyond those capabilities with identity-based and 

FIGURE 4-1: SD-WAN and security functions.
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application-level visibility and control using deep packet inspec-
tion (DPI). NGFWs remain key network security controls, and they 
continue to evolve to cover expanded use cases, such as the public 
cloud and distributed edge security.

Leading-edge NGFWs integrate traditionally free-standing capa-
bilities such as intrusion and malware detection and protection.

Intrusion detection and  
prevention systems
An intrusion detection and prevention system (IDPS) is a standalone 
physical and/or virtual appliance that inspects network traffic, 
either on-premises or in virtualized/public cloud environments. 
It combines the function of two different systems: an intrusion 
detection system (IDS) and an intrusion prevention system (IPS).

Traditionally, an enterprise deploys an IDPS to inspect network 
traffic that has passed through perimeter security devices, such as 
firewalls and secure web and email gateways. While many com-
panies still use detection only (IDS), many others additionally 
deploy appliances inline (IPS) to block detected threats.

Current deployment models integrate IPS functionality within 
the NGFW instead of deploying them as separate entities. An 
IDPS provides detection via several methods  — such as signa-
tures, protocol anomaly detection, various methods of analytics,  
behavioral monitoring and heuristics, sandboxing, and threat 
intelligence (TI) — to uncover unwanted and/or malicious traffic 
and report or take various actions on it.

All the aforementioned methods augment IDPS capabilities with 
more context to reduce analyst time processing alerts and help 
reduce or confirm false positives.

When deployed inline, an IDPS can use various techniques to 
detect and block attacks that are identified with high confidence.

Two increasingly popular trends are the use of Transport Layer 
Security (TLS) to encrypt traffic and the use of HTTP for vari-
ous applications. TLS decryption must be integrated with the 
NGFW and IPS to enforce effective security policies and threat 
prevention.
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Overall solution performance improves when unpacking and  
analyzing a packet occurs only once, and all security functions are 
applied to the packet content at the same time.

The best performance results when TLS decryption, IDS, IPS, and 
firewalls are combined into a single software stack.

DNS security
The Domain Name System (DNS) was created in the 1980s as a way 
to simplify the Internet, long before anyone gave serious thought 
to security best practices or security-by-design approaches. The 
DNS protocol has no built-in security precautions, so attackers 
can compromise the DNS system and redirect traffic to fake or 
bogus websites. Cache poisoning and man-in-the-middle are two 
well-known DNS attacks, the hacker’s objective being to redirect 
web traffic by modifying the mapping of domain names to Inter-
net Protocol (IP) addresses.

Because it has no implicit security of its own, DNS traffic must be 
secured with various DNS security mechanisms like DNS security 
(DNSSEC), DNS proxy, DNS filtering, and IPS/IDS.

DNSSEC is an extension to DNS that uses public key infrastructure 
(PKI) that makes it more difficult to launch DNS attacks. DNSSEC 
uses a standardized method to add authentication to DNS trans-
actions, verifying the sender and the integrity of the message.

DNSSEC is a broader concept that includes a variety of technical 
solutions for handling security exposure and preventing attacks 
on DNS servers and transactions. In addition to DNSSEC, security 
functions such as DNS proxy and DNS filtering can be used to 
address DNS attacks like DNS hijacking, DNS snooping, and DNS 
tunneling.

The DNS proxy mechanism forces DNS queries to always be for-
warded to the corporate DNS server or a trusted DNS server.

DNS filtering evaluates and blocks access to unallowed and/
or malicious websites, web pages, and IP addresses. DNS maps 
domain names to IP addresses to enable computers to find net-
work resources, and DNS filtering enables an enterprise to con-
trol access to Internet resources from within the enterprise 
network. Using techniques such as allow/deny-listing and threat 
intelligence, DNS filtering can be used for devices on and off 
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the corporate network to help control what hosts are able to be 
resolved with DNS requests.

Managing and Controlling  
Security Threats

All traditional security mechanisms — firewalls, IPS/IDS, malware,  
antivirus, employee privileges, user and resource authentication, 
and URL/website filtering  — now apply dynamically to every 
transaction on the network, whether on-premises or in the cloud.

Unified threat management
Unified threat management (UTM) is a blanket term for comprehen-
sive security coverage of application access, consisting of various 
threat prevention features including NGFW, data loss preven-
tion (DLP), IPS, IDS, malware detection, antivirus,  antispam, TLS 
decryption, IP/URL/DNS filtering, file filtering, remote access for 
mobile employees (virtual private networks [VPNs]), and central-
ized management console.

Malware protection
Leading-edge UTM malware detection inspects traffic as it tra-
verses the security point and extracts files for malware analysis, 
as shown in Figure 4-2. Malware detection targets two categories:

 » Known malware inspection: This uses reputation (file 
filtering) and signatures (antivirus).

 » Unknown malware detection: This requires more sophisti-
cated predictive methods, such as algorithmic analysis and 
prediction (artificial intelligence [AI]–based scoring/prediction) 
and sandboxing with behavioral analysis, to determine 
whether content is potentially malicious.

Although some solutions send everything to the sandbox,  
most use triage methods. The triage process filters known bad 
(signature-style) files and passes known good files on to the next 
step in the process. This limits the number of files that must be 
deeply inspected — the so-called “gray list.”
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A malware protection system (MPS) may rely on its physical 
placement for triage. For example, by placing an MPS behind a 
secure web gateway (SWG) or by integrating it with an IPS that 
performs malware scanning, the more trivial malware doesn’t 
end up in the expensive MPS. Some MPSs perform their own con-
tent and/or network traffic heuristics or quick emulation before 
deciding that a file requires more in-depth inspection.

Most MPS solutions consult reputation lists (allow and deny lists) 
to narrow down gray lists. During triage, MPSs typically compute 
risk scores based on various characteristics and the configurable 
policy settings to pass or further inspect files.

Malware detection employs a combination of static and dynamic 
analysis techniques to determine if a certain file is malicious. 
Static analysis techniques include detection methods such as file 
reputation, signature/rule-based inspection, heuristics, emula-
tion, machine learning (ML), and AI.

If the static analysis detection methods do not conclusively iden-
tify the file as either benign or malicious, the system dynamically 
analyzes the file by launching it in a sandboxed environment. 
Using a combination of static and dynamic analysis, systems can 
prevent harm from both known malware and zero-day malware.

Dynamic secure web gateway
A secure web gateway (SWG) protects enterprises and users from 
being accessed and infected by malicious web traffic and from 
being contaminated by hijacked websites that contain malware 
or viruses.

FIGURE 4-2: Identifying known and unknown malware.
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SWGs have evolved from their historical task of preventing 
enterprise end users from accessing time-wasting or otherwise 
unacceptable websites. SWG now has a broader security focus 
compared with its previous strictly operational role. Some fea-
tures commonly supported by today’s SWG include the following:

 » URL filtering

 » Anti-malware protection where the SWG inspects traffic that 
flows through it from the web using known malware 
signatures, as well as behavioral characteristics of malware 
that has not been encountered before

 » IPS/IDS

 » Application identification and control capabilities

 » Native or integrated DLP capabilities

 » Centralized management and logging

Based on the user, device, and location context, the SWG evalu-
ates application policy and grants access only if the policy allows 
the request based on identity context. If the system allows 
access, the SWG informs the client which gateway to use and 
informs the gateway that governs access to the application of the  
user/device/location identity context.

Deployment architectures for SWG include

 » Explicit mode forward proxy

 » Inline mode

 » Transparent mode

 » DNS-based

 » Cloud-based

Cloud-based SWGs protect users wherever they are, regardless of 
whether they’re currently working in a company office, traveling, 
or WFA.
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ZTNA and the new perimeter  
of users and devices
A zero-trust network access (ZTNA) solution creates an identity-  
and context-based logical access boundary around an application 
or set of applications.

ZTNA provides controlled identity- and context-aware access to 
resources, reducing the surface area for attack.

When a user attempts to access an application in a zero-trust envi-
ronment, the security software enforces authentication and evalu-
ates the application access policy based on the user, device, and 
location. It verifies identity using an enterprise-specific authen-
tication system such as Active Directory or Single Sign-On (SSO) 
using Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML). Depending 
on the context and security requirements, it may also enforce 
 multifactor authentication (MFA) in addition to the enterprise-
specific authentication system.

As a result of digital transformation, many enterprises have more 
applications, services, and data residing outside their traditional 
borders than inside. Cloud-based ZTNA services place the security 
controls where the users and applications are: in the cloud.

Adopting a zero-trust model focuses all security on identity: 
users, applications, devices, services, and systems. By normal-
izing the user experience for application access, ZTNA eliminates 
the distinction between being on and off the corporate network.

A SASE solution proxies authentication into the infrastructure and 
directly monitors network traffic, integrating with SSO and fed-
erated services to ensure an authoritative view of “who is using 
what” across the entire enterprise.

A wide range of potential policy-based responses aligns with an 
observed level of risk, including blocking, MFA, reducing user 
privileges, forcing a password change, requiring an authorizer, or 
isolating the user from the Internet. All responses can be triggered 
based on identity, behavior, risk level, and other event contexts.
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Securing the Cloud
In addition to the traditional security services, new cloud-focused 
services were established after organizations began to move to 
the cloud, such as cloud access security broker (CASB), Remote 
Browser Isolation (RBI), and user and entity behavioral analyt-
ics (UEBA). These services are critical to every transaction  —  
merging old and new security protections.

Only by bringing together traditional security mechanisms with 
new cloud-native security approaches can organizations achieve 
secure client-to-cloud for their SASE implementation.

Cloud access security broker
CASB products and services deployed on-premises or in the cloud 
address security gaps in an organization’s use of cloud services. 
This technology is the result of the need to secure cloud services, 
enable secure access to them from users both within and outside 
the traditional enterprise perimeter, and support secure cloud- 
to-cloud access.

For CASB products and cloud services, the protection target is 
different from that of an on-premises security system. It’s still 
enterprise data, but the data is processed and stored in systems 
that belong to someone else. CASB provides a central location for 
policy and governance concurrently across multiple cloud services 
for both users and devices along with granular visibility into and 
control over user activities and sensitive data.

Some vendors and service/cloud providers offer cloud-hosted 
security as a service as part of their portfolios in both on-premises 
and provider-based models. These products and services provide 
a global footprint of locations where the CASB software nodes are 
deployed (see Figure  4-3). Enterprises use the nearest or most 
convenient point of presence as an on-ramp to high-speed and 
secure network and application access to the cloud infrastructure.

CASB delivers five critical security capabilities: cloud application 
discovery, data security, adaptive access control, malware detec-
tion, and user and entity behavior analytics.
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CASB helps organizations to

 » Identify and evaluate all cloud applications in use (sanc-
tioned applications as well as shadow and rogue IT)

 » Enforce cloud application management policies

 » Create and enforce granular policies to govern the handling 
of sensitive information, including compliance-related 
content

 » Encrypt or tokenize sensitive content to enforce privacy

 » Detect and block unusual behavior indicative of malicious 
activity

 » Integrate cloud visibility and controls with existing security 
solutions

DLP in the cloud
Data loss prevention technology (also known as data leakage pre-
vention technology) is designed to stop data being used or located 
where it shouldn’t be. The technology has been available for a 

FIGURE 4-3: CASB architecture.
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long time and used with varying degrees of success. DLP vendors 
use the concepts of data at rest, data in motion, and data in use to 
structure DLP architectures.

DLP uses a “content + context” approach to managing data. DLP 
systems analyze the data within a document (DLP works almost 
exclusively on unstructured data) to determine its content, ana-
lyze the context (location, user, system, and process, among 
other attributes), and then apply controls determined by policies 
implemented by the security team.

DLP can be found in a wide variety of products, so it can help to 
think of DLP as a capability rather than a market. DLP capabilities 
of increasing competence can be found not only in enterprise DLP 
suites, but also within SaaS and IaaS environments as native con-
trols, and in secure web and email gateways, CASBs, and firewalls.

With organizations increasingly adopting distributed managed 
cloud applications, it becomes ever more difficult to gain visibility 
and control over data in the cloud, whether at rest (stored data), 
in use (data open by a user), or in motion (data moving between 
locations). The ability to protect all three data states is essential 
to prevent data breaches  — especially when data is moving in 
third-party clouds.

In the modern environment, DLP must now also become a cloud 
function in addition to on-premises to provide visibility and pro-
tection for sensitive data in SaaS/IaaS applications. This is also 
necessary to protect an organization’s sensitive and critical infor-
mation from cyberattacks, insider threats, and deliberate or acci-
dental exposure.

Cloud-native DLP can be highly effective because the cloud service 
providers (CSPs) themselves have the best access to, and ability to 
perform operations on, the data they’re storing. Third parties are 
limited by the application programming interfaces (APIs) that the 
CSP provides, and some provide nothing.

Cloud-native DLP provides a subset of functionality to CASB solu-
tions that can work in lockstep to protect data in the cloud. Any 
cloud use must be protected by a combination of CASB’s inherent 
functionality and support for APIs to multicloud-native DLPs.
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Cloud-based DLP is a primary CASB function. Business rules clas-
sify and protect confidential and critical information, and they 
deploy the required security controls so that users can’t acciden-
tally or maliciously share data.

Remote Browser Isolation
RBI moves the execution of a user’s browser activity from the  
client device to a remote server — hosted on-premises or in the 
cloud. This protects against browser-based security exploits and 
provides a means of anonymous browsing and risk-free open 
Internet access.

As the user browses the public Internet, the remote browser is 
isolated from the user’s physical endpoint and enterprise net-
work. Therefore, any attacks on the remote browser session are 
constrained to the virtual environment. Every browser session 
runs in an isolated environment that prevents any compromise 
from infecting the user’s working environment. Attacks at the 
browser level are expected, but when using a remote browser, 
attacks can’t reach other systems and can’t persist. This removes 
the threat because sessions are reset after each use.

RBI also helps in DLP, especially in the case of unmanaged/
untrusted devices being used to access confidential or sensi-
tive information. Instead of allowing the unmanaged devices to 
download the information/files, the system downloads the sen-
sitive information to the remote/isolated browser instance. The 
unmanaged/untrusted devices only see a visual rendering of the 
data.

RBI can be implemented in two ways. One is as a primary means 
of protection, where it renders all sites using RBI, with other fil-
tering (mainly site categorization) applied as needed. The other 
is as a feature of a traditional web proxy, where it renders sites 
selectively using RBI based on the site’s reputation. Here’s how 
that works:

 » User sessions are scanned for risk based on URL filtering and 
categorization.

 » Risky websites are rendered on a remote browser.

 » Sanitized pages (primarily image files) are rendered on the 
user’s browser.
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As shown in Figure 4-4, RBI takes a selective content disarm and 
reconstruction (CDR) approach to web browser sessions. An RBI 
feature typically operates in one of two ways:

 » By rendering an image of a web page in the user’s browser 
using a plug-in or an HTML5 rendering

 » By extracting readable information from a web page’s HTML 
and reconstructing it in the user’s browser

User and entity behavior analytics
UEBA uses packaged analytics to evaluate the activity of users 
and other entities (such as hosts, applications, network traffic, 
and data repositories). UEBA discovers threats and potential inci-
dents, commonly presented as activity anomalous to the standard 
profiles and behaviors of users and entities across time and peer 
group horizons.

The most common use cases that enterprises seek are threat 
detection/response and insider threat detection/response (mainly 
compromised insiders but sometimes malicious insiders as 
well). Other use cases could include monitoring for unauthor-
ized data access and movement, suspect privileged user activities, 
and malicious or unauthorized employee activities. UEBA also  
monitors unusual cloud resource access and usage and supports 
better detection from existing security technology investments — 
for example, CASB and identity and access management (IAM).

UEBA solutions are also sometimes used for non-cybersecurity- 
centric use cases such as fraud or employee monitoring. How-
ever, these often require non-IT and non-security data sources, 
or specific analytics models derived from deep domain expertise.

FIGURE 4-4: RBI in action.
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Where SWG systems use identity to apply point policies, a UEBA 
system expands the policy scope to apply context-based policy 
(see Figure 4-5). The determination of whether a user may legiti-
mately access data depends not only on the user’s access permis-
sions, but also on the user’s historical behavior.

UEBA systems detect anomalous behavior based on past history, 
and this detection enables intelligent access decisions. For exam-
ple, if a user frequently tries to access files containing sensitive 
information, the system may block the user and notify adminis-
trators, whereas the system may permit a user to access a single 
file one time.

Fine-Tuning Access Management
When a user is redirected to a SASE gateway for application  
access, the SDP gateway again performs device and user authen-
tication and verifies the location of the request.

After authentication, the SASE gateway receives authentication 
tokens for the user on behalf of the application. Token exam-
ples include SAML assertions, NT LAN Manager (NTLM) tokens, 
Kerberos tokens, and the basic username/password fields of the 
application request. The SASE gateway may provide an SSO user 
experience for any application by acting as an identity broker for 
the user.

FIGURE 4-5: UEBA enables context-based policy.
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Sensitive data protection
A SASE solution should understand the context of the data/ 
applications being accessed and be able to take adaptive actions 
such as blocking sensitive data upload/download when detecting 
excessive risk.

A critical evaluation criterion is the richness in how sensitive data 
policies are defined. It’s necessary to inspect data using APIs in 
order to understand the data context and apply useful policies 
(such as encryption or watermarking) as data leaves the cloud.

SASE enables security teams to deliver a rich set of secure network 
security services in a consistent and integrated manner to support 
digital transformation and workforce mobility.

Mitigating malware
Adopting SASE improves soft-perimeter security to users, devices, 
and applications regardless of location. In SASE solutions that 
support content inspection (identification of sensitive data and 
malware), they can inspect any access session and apply the same 
set of policies. For example, a SASE system could scan for sensi-
tive data in Salesforce, Facebook, and cloud-hosted applications 
using a single policy that is applied consistently regardless of 
where the user/device is located. Ideally the SASE system should 
be able to inspect content for both sensitive data and malware in 
a single pass.

Further, where applied by policy, the inspection capabilities 
applied are consistent regardless of what the entity is accessing. 
For example, the SASE system can inspect content across all con-
nections for sensitive data and malware.

SASE solutions should understand the context of the data  —  
whether the content is sensitive or malicious. Data context is 
critical to setting policies on access, understanding and prioritiz-
ing risk, and adapting access policies accordingly. Solutions that 
don’t have this context are limited in their capability to make rich 
context-aware adaptive SASE decisions.
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Chapter 5

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Enabling digital transformation

 » Centralizing management and control

 » Delivering consistent corporate policies

 » Saving time and money

 » Evaluating a real-life SASE enterprise

Capitalizing on SASE

Chief information officers (CIOs) of modern enterprises need 
exemplary client-to-cloud experiences that are secure, 
reliable, scalable, and simple. That’s exactly what SASE 

delivers.

In this chapter, you learn about how to draw out the best advan-
tages from your secure access service edge (SASE) solution, how 
SASE helps you through the digital transformation of your orga-
nization, how you manage it, how to protect your assets, and how 
to drive down costs.

Understanding How SASE Enables  
Digital Transformation

SASE enables enterprise-wide digital transformation with  
client-to-cloud security, a cloud-native approach, and horizontal 
elasticity, as shown in Figure 5-1.

Gone is the time when employees all worked in a physical build-
ing and all corporate resources were held in a private data  
center  — both physically and digitally secured. Traditional IT 
infrastructure is unsuitable to support and secure cloud-hosted 
applications, Direct Internet Access (DIA), non-IT-managed user 
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devices, work-from-anywhere (WFA)/mobile users, bandwidth-
intensive and delay-sensitive voice and video applications, and 
unsecured Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Organizations seeking 
to employ these technologies and architectures must make the 
leap into digital transformation.

Transforming networks and the business environment demands 
modern-day capabilities such as multicloud readiness, com-
prehensive embedded security, scalable advanced routing, 
 traffic-steering optimization and remediation, and sophisticated 
visibility and analytics.

Software-defined wide area network (SD-WAN)/SASE archi-
tectures that integrate all these functions are the only viable 
approach to support the trends and technologies inherent in the 
modern era of digital transformation.

Multicloud implementation
Multicloud environments have become increasingly common by 
encompassing multiple software as a service (SaaS), infrastructure 
as a service (IaaS), public clouds, and on-premises clouds. This 
network model provides benefits such as avoiding vendor lock-in, 
minimizing costs, and enhancing disaster recovery options. But it 
comes with challenges of security and data protection.

SASE infrastructure eliminates these multicloud interconnectiv-
ity challenges by automatically discovering  — and seamlessly  
establishing  — dynamic overlay connectivity for both the 
data and control planes to each cloud. The connectivity 

FIGURE 5-1: An integrated SASE enterprise.
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topology is automated and ready in minutes — fully secured with  
encryption — and the control plane across the disparate clouds is 
normalized by the tunnel mesh to provide complete global visi-
bility of the network.

Cloud-native and flexible
A SASE solution is cloud-native, built on cloud principles for flex-
ibility and automation. Cloud elasticity allows users to enjoy highly 
consistent, predictable quality of experience (QoE) without the 
risk of services slowing down, failing, or becoming unavailable.

Resources are automatically provisioned  — with the end user 
unaware of the process. This significantly simplifies IT tasks to 
allow staff more time to focus on their core business.

Managing with Confidence
SASE operates from the cloud to deliver all network and security 
capabilities in a single unified framework.

An SD-WAN with SASE removes the administrative burden of pro-
curing, installing, configuring, and managing individual appli-
ances, enabling security teams to streamline management of all 
network and security operations through a single solution and a 
cohesive policy. In the following sections, we outline some of the 
management benefits SASE provides.

Faster administration and  
deployment time
With the right SD-WAN-with-SASE architecture, most of the 
deployment and monitoring is automated. After comprehensive 
policies are set, the network’s configuration and deployment 
activities happen automatically.

A true SASE solution also improves network reliability and per-
formance in conjunction with SD-WAN features. It does this by 
being application-aware, monitoring traffic patterns, dynami-
cally steering traffic, and optimizing transport path selection. 
These capabilities ensure all applications — especially voice and 
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video — run seamlessly and reliably to deliver uninterrupted ser-
vices and maximize user QoE.

The globally distributed system of SASE-capable cloud gate-
ways extends enterprise deployments to seamless cloud access, 
whether they’re enterprise, service provider, or vendor provided. 
Cloud gateways are available in many global locations at the door-
step of nearly every cloud service. Leading-edge cloud gateways 
interconnect with one another using traffic-engineered middle-
mile technologies or public cloud backbones such as Azure or 
Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Single-pane visibility
Managing your network with confidence requires full operational 
visibility. A SASE architecture offers user, application, and device 
views across the entire enterprise: on-premises, in private and 
public clouds, or Internet-connected, as shown in Figure 5-2.

Legacy network views focused on IT-managed devices and data 
center and branch sites, whereas digitally transformed SASE 
architectures focus on devices, users, and applications.

FIGURE 5-2: One console for visibility and control.
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Complete control over users,  
applications, and devices
An SD-WAN/SASE architecture provides visibility into application 
performance, application connectivity issues, control plane issues 
such as denial-of-service (DOS) attacks or protocol storms, rogue 
traffic flows, and underlay or overlay issues.

The system automatically classifies application traffic to pro-
vide QoE and filters out unsanctioned applications. This readily 
available application security information helps IT staff make 
appropriate policy changes, minimize security risks, derive criti-
cal insights, troubleshoot faster, and make better-informed deci-
sions, as shown in Figure 5-3.

Protecting Your Assets
SASE enables security teams to bring cloud platforms, data cen-
ters, branches, and WFA/mobile users under one umbrella and 
protect them with a coherent security policy pushed to every 
user on any device, anywhere. SASE security policy focuses on 
the dynamic identity-and-access context rather than old fixed 
trusted/untrusted network boundaries.

FIGURE 5-3: Managing users and devices.
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Central control of security policies helps eliminate fragmentation, 
blind spots, and policy misconfigurations.

Here are some of the ways that SASE can help protect your assets.

Better security and compliance
For many enterprises, maintaining security hygiene and regula-
tory compliance with data privacy and security standards starts 
with keeping track of what sensitive information is held about 
customers and then developing rules to guard access to that 
information.

SASE enforces compliance by ensuring that only individuals with 
the right credentials can access secure systems and databases 
with sensitive customer data. Role-based access control (RBAC) 
policies are consistently applied and user and entity behavior 
analytics (UEBA) systems track access and actions within the sys-
tem with logs and audit trails.

The visibility and control of a SASE framework lowers the likeli-
hood of a data breach by shrinking the attack surface and limiting 
lateral movement. Data breaches harm a company’s reputation, 
undermine customer trust in an organization, and imply per-
ceived negligence in protecting customers’ privacy and security.

A SASE solution offers a simple way to protect data and meet 
compliance requirements with identity-controlled access.

Inline encryption
Encryption is vital in modern networks to guard data in transit. 
Virtual private networks (VPNs) have long been used for this pur-
pose, but encryption/decryption is compute-intensive and may 
impair application performance. Statically defined VPN tunnels in 
legacy networks may result in poor traffic-steering choices.

Leading SASE solutions include options for software and  
hardware-accelerated encryption that provide faster processing 
and tamper-resistant key storage.

In a dynamic software encryption architecture, the system must 
protect keys by never sending them in the traffic path.
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To ensure both security and good QoE, encrypted tunnels in the 
SD-WAN overlay network must be automated, dynamic, and flex-
ible in how they’re set up and torn down.

Isolation and segmentation
A SASE solution delivers security through network isolation, seg-
mentation, and multitenancy. Segmentation slows a data breach, 
because the attacker must break out of one network segment to 
access resources in other segments. A layer of separation between 
different servers with sensitive data reduces the risk of data loss/
theft and the scope of corporate damage.

Driving Down Costs
Installing disparate, proprietary point products in branch 
locations is costly, results in sprawl, is complex to manage, 
and neither enables WFA nor optimizes cloud access. A SASE  
architecture  — with all network and security capabilities  
embedded in a single software stack  — reduces capital invest-
ment, allows IT staff to focus on strategic work, and enables a 
coherent security policy deployment.

Cost savings delivered with a SASE architecture include

 » Bandwidth cost savings: DIA along with SASE-capable cloud 
gateways significantly reduce traffic congestion via hubs, 
data centers, and VPN aggregators in legacy networks. SASE 
removes centralized security inspection and distributes 
policy enforcement across the global network.

 » Network management and IT staff cost savings: A legacy 
network service-chains several security and routing appli-
ances at each site. SASE consolidates all networking and 
security in an automated, multitenant, cloud-native software 
stack with single-pane-of-glass orchestration, eliminating 
cost, complexity, and the coordination of configurations 
among vendors.

 » Security cost savings: Multicloud environments and a WFA 
workforce using DIA have enlarged the enterprise’s attack 
surface. Breaches are damaging and expensive. SASE uses a 
zero-trust network access (ZTNA) approach to clouds, DIA, 
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unmanaged client devices, IoT, data centers, branches, and 
WFA users, and protects it all with a dynamic, unified security 
policy for every communications session. ZTNA provides 
adaptive, identity-aware, precision access. ZTNA improves 
the flexibility, agility, and scalability of application access, 
enabling businesses to thrive without exposing internal 
applications directly to the Internet, reducing the risk of 
attack.

 » Scalability cost savings: Extending networking and security 
to new locations in a legacy network is costly. Common tasks 
include provisioning commodity products, setting up VPNs 
for remote employees, upgrading VPN aggregators, and 
ensuring (often manually) that disparate security configura-
tions don’t conflict or have loopholes. A SASE architecture 
offers easily scalable networking and security capabilities 
directly in the cloud, implements a central cohesive security 
policy, and distributes it automatically.

Considering a Real-Life Enterprise  
Use Case

Acme Bank’s traditional wide area network (WAN) architecture, 
shown in Figure  5-4, no longer reflects how their customers 
interact with bank services. Cafes are becoming financial hubs. 
Customers cash checks and make deposits using mobile devices. 
Bank associates interact with customers on tablets when con-
sulting on financial needs and accounts. Some of the applications 
have moved to the public cloud, and the bank has started using 
SaaS for customer relationship management (CRM) and enter-
prise resource planning (ERP) systems. The bank must also

 » Reduce dependence on carriers

 » Shorten provisioning time for new locations by using 
broadband, Long Term Evolution (LTE), and 5G

 » Ensure secure access for customers and employees

 » Improve application performance

 » Provide ZTNA to applications in the public cloud and to SaaS 
applications
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 » Allow secure WFA access to applications in the public cloud, 
SaaS, and some “approved” Internet-based services

 » Improve failover of all applications and phone systems

 » Gain visibility and control over users and devices

Acme Bank chose a SASE architecture deployed on a single, mul-
tifunction platform with cloud-native service, routing, SD-WAN, 
multilayered security, and UEBA — simplifying its infrastructure 
footprint for both on-premises and cloud, lowering its costs, and 
automating management.

The bank is also rolling out — in record time — connections to 
home offices, conference locations, and road shows, with fast, 
reliable, and secure SASE services. All the core SASE functions 
such as WAN edge, secure web gateway (SWG), next-generation 
firewall (NGFW), stateful firewall, Uniform Resource Locator 
(URL) filtering, data loss prevention (DLP), intrusion preven-
tion system (IPS), intrusion detection system (IDS), antivirus, 
Internet Protocol (IP) filtering, file filtering, cloud access security 
broker (CASB), Remote Browser Isolation (RBI), anti-malware, 
lateral movement detection, and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) proxy 
are thoroughly integrated in the cloud-native SASE service aug-
mented by on-premises customer premises equipment (CPE)–
based services.

FIGURE 5-4: Acme Bank architecture.
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Chapter 6

IN THIS CHAPTER

 » Understanding SASE architecture

 » Reaping the benefits of single pass

 » Future-proofing your enterprise

Evaluating SASE Best 
Practices

Secure access service edge (SASE) is both an architecture and 
an implementation. It’s crucial to evaluate different imple-
mentations to ensure you select an architecture that can 

deliver the security benefits you expect while at the same time 
providing the scale and performance you require.

In this chapter, you find out about SASE architectural attributes; 
the benefits of having a single-pass, multitenant software imple-
mentation; and how to plan a SASE implementation to satisfy 
today’s and tomorrow’s requirements.

Comparing Architectures
A good SASE architecture requires several key attributes, includ-
ing the following:

 » It must coexist in any existing network and infrastructure, 
which means it should be deployable in any brownfield 
(mixture of new and existing/legacy systems) environment.
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 » It must be built with a solid, secure architecture with the 
flexibility and scalability required to be deployed in any cloud 
environment — Equinix, Amazon Web Services (AWS), Azure, 
Google Cloud, Alibaba, and many others.

 » It must support running in containers/microservices or 
bare-metal devices with the ability to scale out for maximum 
performance.

 » It must be cloud-native, multiservice, and multitenant 
capable.

 » It must have centralized management with distributed 
security enforcement, providing policy enforcement via 
strategically placed globally available points of presence 
(PoPs).

 » It must use the security policy enforcement point that is 
closest to the user/device from which the application access 
is being made.

 » It must have a battle-tested, effective, and intrusion-resistant 
security stack that provides a multitude of classification and 
detection capabilities and policy enforcement mechanisms.

 » It must combine software-defined wide area network 
(SD-WAN), routing, and encryption with security capabilities 
to deliver the best user/application experience while also 
enforcing all aspects of security.

Flexibility and choice are core considerations for a good SASE 
implementation.

Balancing technological and  
operational needs
Organizations must constantly balance technology needs against 
operational needs. The complex legacy branch office architecture 
shown in Figure 6-1 results from building one technology solu-
tion on top of another as new technology requirements pop up: 
wide area network (WAN) optimization, next-generation firewall 
(NGFW), unified threat management (UTM), SD-WAN, and Long 
Term Evolution (LTE) access solutions.
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Over time, IT staff may become hesitant to change anything in 
the architecture, because it is somewhat working and would be 
difficult to fix if the prospective change broke some function-
ality. However, this somewhat-working status quo comes at an 
immense cost in complexity and inefficiency.

What is needed is a much simpler architecture that is efficient 
in both capital expenses (CapEx) and operating expenses (OpEx). 
Not having multiple devices to manage means you also don’t have 
to learn multiple management systems or maintain skills on mul-
tiple products.

Depending on factors such as the size of the organization, the 
complexity of the infrastructure, security requirements, and the 
global footprint, organizations should consider a do-it-yourself 
SASE implementation, SASE services offered by a service provider, 
or a combination of both.

Because of the inherent pervasiveness of SASE deployments, the 
SASE architecture must provide scalability not only for the data 
plane, but also for the control and management planes. This 
enables large network and security operations teams to effec-
tively provide SASE services for a large number of tenants at scale, 
while also providing hybrid operational models where aspects of 
the services are comanaged by both the service provider and the 
organization.

FIGURE 6-1: Legacy branch office hardware.
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The challenges of bolting on security
Bolting multiple solutions onto one another to craft a SASE solu-
tion means every individual solution’s code base is different and 
each one has different attack surface characteristics. Such a hap-
hazard architecture is nearly impossible to make highly secure or 
to demonstrate compliance with standards and regulations.

Additionally, this bolted-on architecture consumes more space 
and power and performs more poorly. A legacy security solution 
retrofitted for SASE results in unnecessary hops and steps, secu-
rity gaps, and exposed vulnerabilities.

Realizing the Benefits of Single Pass
An ideal SASE implementation is a fully integrated single- 
software stack (like the one shown in Figure 6-2) that does not 
rely on service chaining or connecting multiple functions/services 
from different vendors together across multiple devices. SASE 
solutions from some vendors are functions stitched together from 
multiple acquisitions or other vendors.

The industry has deployed combinations of single-purpose 
appliances (physical and/or virtual) for years, but this strategy 
is insufficient to carry you into the future because of processing 
latency, its unpredictable attack surface, and general complex-
ity. To reduce latency, SASE should inspect traffic using a single-
pass architecture where the traffic stream is opened (potentially 
decrypted) and scrutinized a single time only using multiple 
policy engines in parallel, ideally in-memory, without requiring 
chaining of inspection services.

FIGURE 6-2: Data moving through a single pass.
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Elastic scale-out
Top performance is delivered by using a multicore CPU with 
a single-pass parallel processing architecture. This model 
achieves an extremely elastic, scalable, and economical SASE 
implementation.

A high-performance SASE implementation has the following 
attributes:

 » Is multicore and multithreaded

 » Supports the Data Plane Development Kit (DPDK) interface

 » Efficiently transmits packets without doing a lot of copying or 
context switching, and bypassing the kernel where possible

 » Has a parallel processing and concurrency software 
architecture

 » Does not duplicate functions. Any function is only done once, 
and its results are leveraged by other functions

Single-software efficiencies
SASE architecture relies on capabilities and features designed from 
the ground up into a single-software stack that embeds security: 
secure web gateway (SWG), NGFW, stateful firewall, Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) filtering, data loss prevention (DLP), 
intrusion prevention system (IPS), antivirus, Internet Protocol 
(IP) filtering, file filtering, cloud access security broker (CASB), 
Remote Browser Isolation (RBI), anti-malware, lateral movement 
detection, and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) proxy, advanced scal-
able routing, full-featured SD-WAN, WAN optimization, user and 
entity behavior analytics (UEBA), and more.

Converged SASE (see Figure  6-3) ensures that packets are not 
flowing separately and independently through each functional 
module, duplicating effort that results in inefficiency, poor per-
formance, and potential security vulnerabilities.

Security functions must easily integrate with, or be part of, the 
single-software SASE architecture. Ideally, sophisticated secu-
rity capabilities should be designed from the beginning into the  
single-software stack — architected in such a manner that they 
all operate together as a single entity.
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A true SASE architecture should

 » Have a single, unified management system

 » Be optimized for performance

 » Be optimized for software as a service (SaaS)

 » Contain a single software stack that embeds best-of-breed 
security

 » Be software based and hardware neutral without requiring 
proprietary hardware

 » Require minimum IT staff skills to manage

 » Be adaptive and agile

 » Be resilient to failure

 » Provide full visibility and analytics

Contextual security and  
contextual access
You must be able to fully understand and segment your users and 
devices. Doing so requires a multitenancy architecture.

FIGURE 6-3: Converged networking and security services.
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Cloud-native SASE architectures are almost always multitenant, 
with multiple customers sharing the underlying data plane. Some 
providers instead use a dedicated instance per customer, but the 
architecture may affect the ability to scale. Single tenancy typi-
cally results in lower densities, with potentially higher costs that 
are passed on to the enterprise.

Multitenancy achieves security by keeping one tenant’s policies, 
configurations, logs, and analytics segregated from those of the 
other tenants. With this architecture, one department’s users, 
devices, and data are protected even if another department  —  
hosted in another tenant — is compromised. This approach sig-
nificantly limits the scope of damage when there is a breach.

Role-based access control (RBAC) is crucial to achieve contextual 
security. Within a multitenant environment, security policy con-
figuration allows the right person on the right device to access the 
right application, and only that.

Multitenancy ensures isolation between different tenants’ data, 
while RBAC ensures that user privileges govern which application 
data is accessed by which users within a tenant.

Single-pass and cloud-native 
advantages
To deliver maximum flexibility with the lowest latency and 
resource requirements, a cloud-native single-pass architecture 
is advantageous. A well-designed implementation performs the 
majority of services in parallel (single pass), ideally in the same 
cloud-service stack, at the same location, at the same time. The 
need to open, parse, and re-encrypt and forward traffic should 
happen only once. This avoids expensive, high-latency packet 
copying and service inconsistency.

Disjointed solutions bolted onto each other provide neither the 
network visibility and control needed to protect users and devices, 
nor the administrative tools to comply with industry standards 
and government regulations/laws.
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Planning for Scale, Performance,  
and the Future

Organizational planning must include not only today’s business 
environment, but also a path to the future. A future-proof SASE 
architecture must support a new wave of technologies such as 
Internet of Things (IoT) devices, bring-your-own-device (BYOD) 
devices, smart manufacturing, augmented reality (AR), virtual 
reality (VR), and unified communications as a service (UCaaS) 
that come with their own security and connectivity challenges.

Any SASE solution you select today must be able to scale and per-
form for years to come, as well as provide security for new tech-
nological and business developments, such as 5G, that require 
exponentially more processing power.
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 » Benefitting from better security

 » Finding the scale and performance you 
need

 » Supporting the latest technologies and 
standards

Ten Things to Look for in 
a SASE Solution

It is important to evaluate different secure access service edge 
(SASE) solutions to ensure that you select an offering that can 
deliver the security benefits you expect while simultaneously 

providing a single pane of glass and the scale and performance 
you require. Here are ten important things to look for in a SASE 
implementation:

 » Implementation delivery options should include via the 
cloud, on-premises, or a combination of both, to any location 
or device for any application type. A cloud-based delivery 
model should be capable of dynamically adding new services 
or more compute power to the stack.

 » A low-latency, high-performance single-pass parallel 
processing architecture within a single software stack that 
includes all or most of the core SASE functions such as wide 
area network (WAN) edge, secure web gateway (SWG), 
next-generation firewall (NGFW), stateful firewall, Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL) filtering, data loss prevention (DLP), 
intrusion prevention system (IPS), intrusion detection system 
(IDS), antivirus, Internet Protocol (IP) filtering, file filtering, 
anti-malware, lateral movement detection, and Secure 
Sockets Layer (SSL) proxy. There should be no requirement 
for service chaining to combine services.

These materials are © 2021 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Any dissemination, distribution, or unauthorized use is strictly prohibited.
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 » A distributed system of cloud gateways around the globe 
to cover existing or new users and applications. It should 
have cloud gateways that interconnect via a traffic engineer-
ing protocol. This guarantees the best application quality of 
experience (QoE) by choosing the optimal path to software 
as a service (SaaS), cloud providers, and remote sites based 
on end-to-end service-level agreements (SLAs).

 » A single management console to configure, maintain, and 
monitor the system globally with visibility into sites, services, 
applications, users, and devices.

 » A future-proof design and architecture that supports 
standard protocols, flexible application programming 
interfaces (APIs), and integration with existing infrastructure.

 » Scalable packaging, elastic pricing, and a growth model 
(pay-as-you-grow/shrink) with a multitenant cloud and 
on-premises design.

 » Support for integrated DLP as a cloud function in addition 
to an on-premises function to provide visibility and protec-
tion for sensitive data and APIs to multicloud environments. 
A cloud-native DLP can be highly effective because the CSPs 
themselves have the best access to, and operations on, the 
data they’re storing.

 » Integrated user and entity behavior analytics (UEBA) 
functionality that provides analytics to evaluate the activity 
of users and other entities such as hosts, applications, 
network traffic and data repositories. UEBA enables you to 
discover threats and potential incidents by identifying 
activities that are anomalous to standard profiles and user 
behaviors. UEBA should facilitate enterprises with threat 
detection and response, as well as insider threat detection 
and response (mainly compromised insiders; sometimes 
malicious insiders).

 » Support for Remote Browser Isolation (RBI) with a 
selective content disarm and recovery approach to web 
browser sessions. Support for selective use of RBI can enable 
more restrictive URL reputation policies for high-sensitivity 
environments.

 » A cloud, hardware, and transport independent architec-
ture with support for the Internet of Things (IoT), 5G, 
artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), and 
adaptability to other emerging technologies.
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